
The Racial Justice Network x Unlearning Racism

The Racial Justice Network (RJN) brings together individuals, communities and organisations from across
the region to proactively promote racial justice. RJN's Vision is for “holistic, economic, spiritual and cultural

repairs to end racial injustice and address legacies of colonialism”

Addressing Colonial Legacies, Challenging Racial Injustice.
X

The Unlearning Racism is project of the Racial Justice Network (RJN), a lived-experience informed and led
anti-racist organisation. The work of the unlearning racism collective work is guided by, and accountable to

RJN and our accountability circle of movement mentors.

RJN on the importance of unlearning
*click here for video link*

What is ‘unlearning’, and why is this work important?

We live in communities created, defined, and maintained by the violence of empire and the colonial legacy
of white supremacy. Racism isn’t a relic of history or a phenomenon that goes on ‘over there’, but

something here in our present. It shapes our political, economic, cultural and social landscapes. An
understanding of racism is central to understanding and working against pervasive injustices in Britain

today.

https://youtu.be/b99KtXZNz4Y
https://youtu.be/b99KtXZNz4Y


Racism is a system built on centuries of racial injustice and legacies of colonial violence. Generations of
white people have benefited from this system, and continue to do so. As white people we need to

acknowledge our whiteness and the ways it shapes how we see and relate to the world. We need to move
past responses of denial or defensiveness in order to better confront racism with greater responsibility and

collective action.

The Unlearning Racism Course
‘The purpose of Unlearning Racism is to contribute and support Black, Brown and Majority World-led racial

justice work. We engage white people and communities to unlearn racism, to increase anti-racist
understanding and race analysis in mainstream thought. We mobilise white people and communities

towards collective action to dismantle the structures and systems of white supremacy’

Our course aims to engage and mobilise white people and communities to do the work of:
● Putting a mirror up to the self to recognise one's own racial discomfort and develop a ‘racial

stamina’, to move past the emotional responses and the immobilising fear of making mistakes or
being seen as a ‘bad person’ in order to collective responsibility and effective action.

● Unpacking and reckoning with our whiteness and white supremacy culture, to form an
understanding of how these experiences shape both how we see and relate to the world around us.

● Understanding systemic racism, built upon centuries of racial injustice, colonial violence and
amnesia which runs into every facet of society and our culture, to the benefit of white people.

● Taking action and contributing to anti-racist work led by black and brown people with lived
experience of racism to dismantle the structures and systems of white supremacy.

The course is designed to be a participatory, critical and experiential learning journey to deepen our
understanding of whiteness and white supremacy culture, anti-racism work and racial justice movements.
The course includes: -

➔ Approx. 20 hours of facilitated workshops.
➔ 10 hours of self directed learning based on course materials.
➔ Optional: Access to action-oriented follow on training and peer support.



Attendance: We ask participants to commit to attending 100% of workshops. Occasionally unexpected life
and health needs will require absence at short notice, please let us know if you are unable to attend.
Recordings: Our unlearning course is designed to be an experiential learning space, and as such there
will be no recordings available.
Accessibility: The course will include automated captioning of live speech (via Otter.ai).We will ask for
your access needs on the sign-up form so we can do our best to make additional arrangements (for
example, BSL interpretation).
Tech Requirements: The  online session will require reliable internet, webcam and audio functionality.

Who is the course for?

This course is available to white identifying folk, residents of the North of the UK. Applicants will have the
desire to engage in working for racial justice. You might already be part of a group, community or

organisation doing anti-racism work or you may have limited experience, and be eager to find a community
of anti-racist practice.

The course is for either individuals and/or organisations who would like to sponsor staff attendance. The
course is facilitated by white-identified trainers and members of the Unlearning Racism Collective,

Why is this workshop for white people?

It’s the shared view of our mentors that it can be challenging and potentially harmful for people of colour to
take part in a workshop in which white people learn about - and react emotionally to unlearning about -

their complicity in racism. It is also felt that white folks can move past their unproductive feelings of
defensiveness or personal guilt more easily if there are only white people in the room who are all going

through the same process.

Course Dates & Times

Evening Course
October 5th - January 25th.
5th Oct, 19th Oct, 2nd Nov, 16th Nov, 30th Nov, 14th Dec, Jan 11th, Jan 25th
Workshops are held online every other Wednesday, 6:00 - 8.30.

Weekend Course
3rd - 5th Feb 2023
Day 1: Friday 9 - 4
Day 2: Saturday 10 - 5
Day 3: Sunday 10 - 5



Course Fees

The cost of the course is based on a sliding scale and is dependent on wealth or organisational annual
budget. We invite each participant to give consideration to their ability to pay above the minimum based on
your class and racially enabled advantages. Income from these fees will ensure payment towards:

- RJN to remunerate and to contribute to wider campaign work.
- Our ongoing accountability circle and mentorship from a Black and Brown movement
- Payment of facilitators and core costs for running our programme.
-

Individual Organisers/Activist Fee (if you are funding based on individual income)

Low Fee £160 I am comfortably able to meet all of my basic needs, afford public
transport and buy some new items.

Comfortable Fee £320 I have a secure income with some disposable income, I can take a
holiday every few years and have access to some financial

savings.

Higher Fee £640 I have a reasonable expendable income, access to financial
savings, can always buy new items and take an annual holiday.

Organisation Fee (if your course is funded/sponsored by your employer)

Small Organisation £320 Annual budget circa £100k

Medium Organisation £640 Annual budget circa £500k

Large Organisation £1600 Annual budget circa £1 million +

Additional economic support
Bursary places are available. If your personal or organisational economic situation doesn't allow you to pay
the fee requested, we would invite contact via unlearning@racialjusticenetwork.co.uk.

What participants say about the unlearning racism course…

‘Not merely a course, but an eye opening journey into greater awareness, with practical tools to uncover
and challenge racism in oneself and others. Skilfully and empathically led in a supportive group
environment. Both informative and experiential. If you want to understand more about this white

supremacist culture that we are all damaged by, and discover ways to subvert it, this is the course for you.
Essential learning that will stay with me in my everyday actions. I wish I had found something like it years

ago.’

mailto:unlearning@racialjusticenetwork.co.uk


‘Having had some initial misgivings about unlearning racism in an all white group, this course has enabled
me as a white person to begin the process of unlearning…I feel more confident to act, both personally and
politically, to challenge racism, even if it means risking making mistakes and being challenged. There will

always be the need to unlearn/learn more.’

‘This course has significantly broadened my horizons, opened my eyes, facilitated conversations and
guided (and nurtured me) me safely through some very challenging territory. I'd recommend it to anyone

looking to gain a greater understanding of the impacts of racism on all of us.’

Unlearning Racism Course Manifesto (2021)
For more detail on our grounding values and assumptions

*click here for URC Manifesto (2021) link*

The Racial Justice Network x Unlearning Racism

https://racialjusticenetwork277579038.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/manifesto-2021.pdf
https://racialjusticenetwork277579038.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/manifesto-2021.pdf

